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House Resolution 684

By: Representatives Carter of the 93rd and Reese of the 140th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the Alphas of Atlanta Inc. upon their seventh annual1

#AlphaDerbyWeekend; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Alphas of Atlanta Inc., a metro Atlanta nonprofit organization composed3

of members from the area's graduate chapters, will host their seventh annual edition of the4

#AlphaDerbyWeekend on May 4-7, 2023, presented by Woodford Reserve; and5

WHEREAS, the Kentucky derby themed event is a destination benefit weekend series6

designed to support the efforts of nine metro Atlanta nonprofits for service and outreach to7

emerging communities for elementary, middle, and high schools; and8

WHEREAS, with an increasing attendance each year along with an increase from supporting9

seven nonprofits in their inaugural year, they are primed for yet another engaging weekend10

at the host venue of the College Football Hall of Fame and the Omni Atlanta Hotel at the11

CNN Center; and12

WHEREAS, the weekend consists of the opening day golf tournament; the kickoff party and13

concert at the College Football Hall of Fame, which previous features classic hip-hop icons14
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Doug E. Fresh, Big Daddy Kane, Chubb Rock, and Slick Rick; the main event at the College15

Fooball Hall of Fame; and the Sunday Brunch; and16

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that this outstanding event be appropriately17

honored.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body recognize and commend the Alphas of Atlanta Inc. upon the grand20

occasion of their seventh annual #AlphaDerbyWeekend and extend best wishes for continued21

success.22

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized23

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the24

Alphas of Atlanta Inc.25


